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In response to increasing efforts towards incorporating energy-efficient products into business
operations in the workplace, UtiliSave LLC, a leader in forensic bill auditing services, and a company
that is expanding its operation into energy efficiency tools and services, has released Computers Off
Computers On (COCO), a server-based software program that automatically turns computer
workstations off and on when not in use and tracks the KWH costs and carbon emissions savings. 
As UtiliSave continues to enhance its expertise with regards to uncovering auditing-related savings
for their clients (whereby it reduces the cost per utility unit), it is currently expanding efforts towards
researching, developing, and implementing devices and programs designed to streamline and
monitor energy use (whereby it reduces the number of units consumed), and thereby reducing
costs. 
COCO was designed for offices with a network of personal computers that are often left on when not
in use. COCO was designed to remember a simple but material action; shutting down working
computers, and fortunately, it never forgets. 
Key Features for COCO Include: 
* Precise Measurement and Benchmarking: Continuously monitors, tracks, and measures energy
and cost savings 
* Simple Installation: COCO can be installed on any computer network around the world remotely,
with an install time of 5 minutes per computer 
* Easy Use: No hassle, seamless operation 
A COCO can generate up to $100 in savings per computer per year. While COCO can be a lucrative
benefit to most organizations, its use can be further complemented by other UtiliSave efficiency
products like LightsOut, a building automation service that automatically turns off the lights and air
conditioners when space is not in use. All UtiliSave energy efficiency devices are designed to work
individually or collectively together in order to improve energy use and effectiveness as well as to cut
overall expenses.
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